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The global economy is picking up much faster 
than expected. The authorities responded quic-
kly and decisively – in terms of both monetary 
policy and fiscal stimulus ¬¬– to soften the eco-
nomic blow when a large part of the global po-
pulation went into lockdown for close to two 
months. In most developed countries, both the 
manufacturing sector and retails sales have im-
proved. China, the first country to be affected by 
the pandemic, will probably record slightly posi-

tive growth this year, while the USA and Europe should return to growth 
next year. Some sectors are, however, still struggling as a result of the 
public-health crisis. That’s especially true for services, and particularly 
tourism and the hotel and restaurant industry, which won’t return to 
normal anytime soon.

The world seems to be getting used to living with COVID-19. When 
social distancing and other hygiene measures aren’t working, targeted 
decisions to temporary limit people’s freedoms seem to be enough to 
contain the pandemic. And while the virus is still spreading, death rates 
have dropped sharply since the spring. Progress has also been made 
in how patients are treated as we wait for one or more vaccines to be-
come available, which experts say should be in the first half of 2021. 

Until then, central banks can keep their monetary policies extremely 
loose, although the question now is whether that will cause inflation to 
surge. That would, in turn, lead to a rise in interest rates on long-term 
bonds. Except for some inflation-linked bonds and lower-quality pa-
per, bond markets offer only limited opportunities in this environment. 
Equities, however, should fare better  among major asset classes, they 
offer the best prospects. They may be slightly overpriced, especially in 
the US, but the global economic recovery should very quickly push 
corporate earnings back up. 

Investor optimism reached record levels during the summer, so in ear-
ly September we made the tactical decision to temporarily reduce our 
exposure to US equities. The correction recorded in recent weeks has 
dampened investors’ enthusiasm. We have therefore upped our expo-
sure to US equities again in our investment grids, but we’re also kee-
ping in mind that the US presidential election and the pandemic could 
make the markets more volatile in the short term. In terms of curren-
cies, the US dollar began losing ground at the start of the summer, and 
this trend looks set to continue. The euro was initially buoyed by the 
dollar’s weakness, and now other, more exotic currencies could also 
rally. The Chinese yuan’s recent appreciation could set the stage for 
other emerging currencies to make some sustainable gains. 

The recovery is on a firm footing
Even though some sectors remain sluggish, the global economy is gradually picking up, 
boosted by loose monetary policies and governments’ massive fiscal stimulus packages.  
And although things look set to return to normal, the markets are being buoyed by this positive 
outlook, and equities are still taking centre stage.

Synopsis

  Equities, however, should fare 
better ¬than bonds – among main 
asset classes, they offer the best 
prospects. Valuations are somewhat 
expensive, especially in the US,  
but the global economic recovery 
should very quickly push corporate 
earnings back up.  
Daniel Varela  Chief Investment Officer
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Over the summer, US stock markets paid little heed 
to the fears of a second wave of infections and ins-
tead focused on the prospects for the economic 
recovery. The outlook is bright for the end of the year 
and most of 2021 as well. Although the US economy 
initially took a nosedive, the subsequent recovery 
has been just as steep. Forecasts for next year keep 
creeping up, with economists expecting to see GDP 

growth of 4, 5 or even 6%. We think the economy might even beat these 
forecasts, although that will depend mainly on when a COVID-19 vaccine 
becomes available. While the government’s sweeping rescue plan pushed 
up household saving considerably and prevented a string of bankruptcies, 
spending on services continues to be hampered by public-health restric-
tions. The tourism and leisure industries are still struggling, which means 
that the uptick in consumer spending is focused on durable goods.
Economists have, for the most part, factored the recent good news into 
their forecasts, but the same can’t be said for market analysts, who have 
been hindered by the lack of communication from companies about their 
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A new cycle has begun!
United States

The political climate may be tense, but the US economy is holding up quite well despite the 
public-health crisis. If we exclude service-related sectors, the recovery is now on a firm footing, 
which means we could see solid GDP growth in 2021. And a widely available COVID-19 vaccine 
would provide an additional boost to the US economy.

financial targets. Even though Q2 earnings came in at around 20% above 
the consensus, Q3 earnings forecasts are still resolutely cautious. We the-
refore expect upward revisions of 2020 and 2021 forecasts once the 
next quarterly earnings have been published. This should help to bring 
stock-market valuations back down to normal levels. 
This buoyant climate is further supported by the Fed’s monetary policy, 
which has never been so loose and looks set to stay that way until at least 
2023, helping to drive valuations up further. Equities are still among the 
most attractive asset classes, while bond yields have fallen and inflation is 
still sluggish. Given the extent of the stimulus, we think it would be risky to 
continue underweighting US equities, which is why we have increased our 
exposure in recent weeks. 
Finally, we don’t think the upcoming presidential election represents any 
real risk for the markets, given that Joe Biden seems to be well in the lead. 
If the Democrat wins and gets a clear majority in Congress, it will be easier 
to bring in the fiscal stimulus the US economy now needs to keep the 
recovery on track. 

  This buoyant climate is further 
supported by the Fed’s monetary 
policy, which has never been so 
loose and looks set to stay that way 
until at least 2023, helping to drive 
valuations up further. Equities are 
still among the most attractive asset 
classes, while bond yields have fallen 
and inflation is still sluggish.      
Daniel Steck Analyst-Manager

Supporting valuations

Data collected since 1976 show that US companies’ P/E ratios are at their 
highest when inflation is around 1%. So valuations should continue to do 
well in the current environment.

Source : Goldman Sachs, Factset

P/E ratio based on inflation



It’s worth pointing out that the manufacturing sector is recovering well, espe-
cially in Germany. Retail sales have also bounced back, driven by an uptick in 
consumer confidence despite the pandemic. What’s more, consumers were 
forced to save in Q2, which should provide plenty of ammunition for the ongoing 
recovery. However, there is still a lot of uncertainty in the services sector, parti-
cularly in tourism, which could continue to struggle until a vaccine is widely 
available. But let’s not forget that eurozone governments and the ECB have put 
in place unprecedented stimulus measures and that the European Commission 
has a EUR 750 billion rescue plan. These measures should shore up the eco-
nomies hit hardest by the pandemic, especially those in southern Europe, and 
keep the recovery going. 

After dropping in March and then rallying sharply, eurozone stock markets 
began consolidating over the summer. We think conditions are now ripe for the 
region’s stock markets to break out of their current trading range. The econo-
mic recovery should push earnings up sharply, and the stimulus packages 
should give the eurozone renewed momentum, improve political coordination 
and ensure more robust growth. This should lead to a decline in risk premiums 
on the stock markets, which could then start making up for the ground lost this 
year. Transitioning to a green economy is the cornerstone of the eurozone res-
cue package, and we think that companies in Europe are well positioned to 
reap the benefits of this. The UK market has been totally shunned by investors 
because of Brexit-related uncertainties, and it is currently trading at a record 
discount relative to the eurozone. After Brexit, it will be worth keeping an eye 
out for any sign that value stocks are about to rally, as banks and energy stocks 
make up close to a quarter of the FTSE 100. 
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After a summer filled with extremely positive news – 
both in terms of economic indicators and the pande-
mic – things have now become more complicated in 
Europe. Economic news has been more mixed 
recently, and Europe – especially Spain and France – 
has seen COVID-19 infection rates soar once again. 
These two trends have raised some doubts about the 
region’s economic recovery. But we think this is just a 

bump in the road, and we don’t expect the recovery to be derailed, provided 
death and hospitalisation rates remain under control. Economic indicators ini-
tially bounced back very sharply, so we think it’s normal that they are now impro-
ving at a more gradual pace.

A much-awaited package 
worth EUR 750 billion
The eurozone’s economic indicators may already be heading in the right 
direction, but the recovery will be further strengthened by the Next Generation 
EU recovery package worth EUR 750 billion, which was approved by the  
27 EU Member States this summer.

  After dropping in March and then 
rallying sharply, eurozone stock 
markets began consolidating over the 
summer. We think conditions are now 
ripe for the region’s stock markets 
to make an upside breakout of their 
current trading range.      
Christina Carlsten Analyst-Manager

Europe

Confidence is returning

The manufacturing sector continues to improve, as shown by the PMI’s 
upward trend. It reached 53.7 in September – its highest level since August 
2018 – a sign that manufacturers’ confidence has well and truly returned.

Source : KeplerCheuvreux Nordic Strategy

Manufacturing PMI



While Switzerland and its economy were not left 
totally unscathed by the public-health crisis, they 
proved more resilient than their European neigh-
bours. What’s more, the worst of the pandemic now 
seems to have passed: COVID-19 death rates 
remain low, and the measures brought in to contain 
the second wave shouldn’t be as strict as those 
introduced in the spring. 

Yet Swiss stock-market indexes lagged behind over the summer, with 
investors preferring more cyclical regions and sectors that are more likely 
to be lifted by the uptick in global economic growth. This apparent under-
performance hides the fact that small and mid caps have performed very 
well since March. While the Swiss market’s defensive heavyweights – and 

therefore its indexes too – are lagging behind, the same is not true for 
small caps, which have been boosted by the economy returning to normal 
and by the good newsflow in the third quarter. Our increased exposure to 
this market segment has therefore paid off in recent months. 
But the gap between these two segments is now so wide that we think it 
would be good to return to the stocks holding the indexes back. Pharma, 
luxury goods and financials are all sectors that could end up back in inves-
tors’ good books over the coming months. 
Given the mixed stock-market performance over the past six months, we 
continue to prefer Swiss stocks and have increased our exposure so that 
we can tap into their catch-up potential. Swiss stocks are also very attrac-
tively valued, particularly when compared with global equities, which have 
been expensive since their sharp rally.
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When you can’t see  
the forest for the trees

Switzerland

The Swiss economy has shrunk only slightly, suggesting that it withstood the 
COVID-19 pandemic better than its eurozone neighbours. On the stock market, 
the run of bad luck experienced by the SMI’s defensive stocks has overshadowed 
the fact that small and mid caps are doing well overall.

  While the Swiss market’s defensive heavyweights – and therefore its 
indexes too – are lagging behind, the same is not true for small caps, which 
have been boosted by the economy returning to normal and by the good 
newsflow in the third quarter. Our increased exposure to this market segment 
has therefore paid off in recent months.      
Daniel Steck Analyst-Manager

In Q2, at the height of the 
crisis, the Swiss economy 
proved more resilient 
than that of Germany and 
the eurozone as a whole, 
which shrank 10% and 
12%, respectively.

Switzerland vs. the eurozone

Source : Zurcher Kantonalbank, Refinitiv

* Change in GDP in % (QoQ)



that require a physical presence – such as tourism and the restaurant 
industry – are finding it hard to get back to pre-lockdown levels. But 
these are the market segments that should offer the most upside. China’s 
traditional holiday period in early October has boosted domestic tourism, 
although it’s still too early to expect long-distance international tourism 
to pick up again.
There could also be opportunities in emerging markets outside Asia. 
Latin America has struggled to keep the pandemic under control, and 
that continues to weigh on both stock markets and local currencies. 
Once again, these are the markets that should offer the most upside 
potential if there is good news in terms of infection rates or vaccine dis-
tribution. That would enable these countries to begin the process of 
returning to normal and mending their economies. 
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In Q3, the economic recovery remained on the 
same atypical track it has been on since the start 
of the public-health crisis. The return to normal 
has become increasingly out of sync across diffe-
rent regions: China was the first country caught up 
in the pandemic and the first to come out of loc-
kdown, while the USA and Europe are now in the 
midst of the subsequent wave of infections. 

Developed countries and emerging markets are out of sync when it 
comes to manufacturing and consumer spending. China’s economic 
recovery was initially driven by manufacturing as the ‘world’s factory’ 
worked to meet the surge in demand for medical and home office equip-
ment. At the same time, consumer spending experienced a V-shaped 
recovery in developed countries, buoyed by the unprecedented stimulus 
measures put in place by central banks. 
Now we have to work out where the opportunities lie. First of all, China’s 
consumer spending sector is still lagging behind, even if the manufactu-
ring sector is more or less back to normal. Online shopping definitely 
came out on top during the lockdown, while more conventional services 

“Emerging” opportunities
With China leading the way, Asia has managed to overcome the coronavirus crisis without too much 
difficulty. The same cannot be said for the EMEA region and Latin America, which experienced sharp market 
corrections and are struggling to pick up again. But the regions hit hardest are also the ones with the most 
catching up to do, and there should be some good opportunities as a result.

  Online shopping definitely came 
out on top during the lockdown, while 
more conventional services that 
require a physical presence – such as 
tourism and the restaurant industry  – 
are finding it hard to get back to  
pre-lockdown levels. But these are  
the market segments that should offer 
the most upside.      
Ed Yau Analyst-Manager

Emerging markets

A mixed bag

Asian economies have, almost miraculously, grown by 6% so far this year. 
This is not the case for the EMEA region, whose index has contracted by 
22%, or for Latin America, which is still in the grips of the pandemic and has 
seen its markets shrink by 37%.

Source : Bloomberg

Performances across emerging-market regions 



Japan’s economic recovery has been similar to that observed in other 
developed countries. Consumer spending provided the initial boost, 
buoyed by the sweeping stimulus measures, before a pick up in the 
manufacturing sector. Although the economy has probably bottomed 
out, Japan’s recovery has been slower off the mark than that of other 
Asian countries. This lack of momentum is reflected in cautious earnings 
revisions. While earnings may no longer be falling, they are not yet 
moving upwards, like those in other developed markets. As a result, 
valuations in Japan remained high relative to global equities and to their 
long-run average. This explains our cautious view on Japanese equities. 
However, there is now talk of a new stimulus package being brought in 
before the end of the year to boost economic growth in the run-up to the 
2021 election. If this happens, we could well take a more constructive 
stance on this market.

After peaking in early August, Japan’s second wave 
is slowing petering out. It is hard to predict how bad 
things could get in the winter or whether the public-
health crisis is already coming to an end. Regar-
dless, an encouraging trend is that the death rate 
has dropped considerably and the curve is now 
slowly heading downwards, as is the case 
elsewhere in the world.

In terms of politics, the transition from Abenomics to Suganomics has been 
fairly seamless so far. The new prime minister, Yoshihide Suga, will continue 
to work hand in hand with the governor of the Bank of Japan, Haruhiko 
Kuroda. For the moment, the main things that set Suga apart from his pre-
decessor are his focus on domestic affairs and his plans to speed up the 
economy’s digital transformation and develop tourism across the country.
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No change in the recipe
Japan

Shinzo Abe has stepped down after eight years at the helm, but his successor, 
Yoshihide Suga, seems to be keeping the same loose monetary policy, fiscal stimulus 
and structural reforms for now  – Japan’s slow and painful economic recovery doesn’t 
leave him with many other options.

  Although the economy has probably bottomed out already, Japan’s 
recovery has been slower off the mark than that of other Asian countries. 
This lack of momentum is reflected in cautious earnings revisions.  
While earnings may no longer be falling, they are not yet really moving 
upwards, like they are in other developed markets.      
Ed Yau Analyst-Manager

The end of the tunnel is in sight

The COVID-19 curve 
suggests that Japan is 
on the right track and 
could soon stamp out the 
second wave that hit this 
summer. This should help 
the economic recovery.

Source : Bloomberg

New confirmed cases of COVID-19 in Japan (7-day moving average)
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It’s been a while since inflation kept central ban-
kers awake at night. In developed countries, infla-
tion has been under control for close to 30 years 
now. And when it does cause concern it’s usually 
because it is too sluggish during more turbulent 
times and central bankers are worried about defla-
tion. That’s why the world’s most powerful central 
banker, Jerome Powell, the chair of the US Federal 

Reserve, decided to change the Fed’s monetary policy stance of recent 
decades and raise the annual inflation target above the sacred 2% level. 
So there’s no risk of the Fed’s key rate moving back up in the short term, 
and money will keep getting pumped into the economy.

So central banks in the States and elsewhere will keep printing money. 
But the moment of truth is nevertheless getting nearer. The measures 
taken in response to the public-health crisis will expand the balance 
sheets of the world’s four largest central banks – the Fed, the ECB, the 
Bank of Japan and the Bank of England – by close to USD 12 trillion by 
the end of 2021 – that’s the equivalent of close to 30% of those coun-
tries’ GDP. It’s unprecedented. If central banks manage to keep inflation in 

Inflation’s long slumber
Given the current climate, the US Federal Reserve decided to rethink its roadmap and focus 
more on stimulating the US economy than on price stability. The Fed is now prepared to let 
inflation move above the critical 2% threshold. But we don’t yet know whether prices will ever 
awake from their slumber – and start heading upwards.

check for the next five to ten years, it could well mean that the link between 
the money supply and consumer prices has been broken. Otherwise the-
re’s always a chance that inflation could spiral out of control. That would 
cause bond yields to soar throughout the world. Inflation-indexed sove-
reign bonds provide protection against that kind of risk. In the meantime, 
lower quality bonds, such as high-yield corporates and emerging-market 
debt, should reap the benefits of the global economy’s return to growth 
and put in the best bond-market performances.

  The measures taken in response 
to the public-health crisis will 
expand the balance sheets of the 
world’s four largest central banks by 
close to USD 12 trillion by the end of 
2021 – that’s the equivalent of close 
to 30% of those countries’ GDP.  
It’s unprecedented.      
Daniel Varela Chief Investment Officer

Bonds

The Fed is loosening up too
The ever-increasing 
gap between inflation 
expectations and 
10-year rates can be 
explained by the Fed’s 
decision not to tighten 
its monetary policy in 
order to help shore up 
the economy – even 
if that means that 
inflation exceeds the 
2% threshold.

!

    USA: inflation expectations and 10-year interest rates



The uptrend that began in the spring continued 
over the summer, with solid returns across the 
board. So our optimism in April paid off, as our pre-
ferred strategies fared well in that climate.
Unsurprisingly, directional funds have posted the 
best performances. But that’s not only because of 
the underlying markets. They also did well because 
risks were effectively managed in March, and risk 

taking was subsequently increased. We are still bullish on this strategy. First, 
valuation differences between the most and least expensive shares are close 
to extreme levels. And second, investors are being kept in the dark by the lack 
of earnings forecasts from companies – that gives alternative managers an 
advantage, as they are able to conduct fundamental research.
Arbitrage strategies also recorded solid gains. There were major disloca-
tions in the spring, which provided some very attractive entry points. Our 
preference was for credit, M&A and convertible bond arbitrage strategies. 
As the graph below shows, the advantage of convertible bonds was unques-
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Opportunities still abound
Alternative funds

In the first half of the year, alternative funds showed that they could limit losses during a market 
downturn and generate returns during the ensuing rebound. They also posted solid performances 
in Q3, with directional and arbitrage strategies faring particularly well.

tionable in April. What’s more, a large number of new issues were planned, 
which meant that issuers had to apply a discount to attract buyers. The high 
yields and heightened volatility mean there are still very attractive invest-
ment opportunities on most markets despite the sharp rebound. We there-
fore recommend remaining overweight on these strategies.

  Arbitrage strategies also recorded 
solid gains. There were major 
dislocations in the spring, which 
provided some very attractive entry 
points. Our preference was for 
credit, M&A and convertible bond 
arbitrage strategies.      
Léonard Dorsaz Analyst-Manager

Excellent entry points

On the convertible bond 
market, the dislocation 
caused by the coronavirus 
crisis led to a major drop 
in valuations in the spring 
and created the perfect 
environment for arbitrage 
strategies, offering some 
excellent entry points.

Source : Morgan Stanley



The US dollar has lost a lot of ground recently. In 
recent years, the USA’s high interest rates had 
offset the impact of the country’s twin fiscal and 
trade deficit. But the Federal Reserve’s aggres-
sive response to the public-health crisis has 
upset that fragile balance. The Fed’s zero-inte-
rest-rate policy and massive liquidity injections 
have reduced the dollar’s appeal.

But when the greenback loses ground, a large number of other currencies 
usually pick up. The first to do so was the euro – it gained close to 10% 
over the summer, as investors’ optimism was boosted by the eurozone’s 
large-scale rescue plan. Others soon followed, starting with commodity 
currencies, like CAD, AUD and NZD, which often do well when the global 
economy is picking up speed. Just like the yuan, which has been buoyed 
by China’s robust economy despite the ongoing trade tensions with the 
USA, other Asian currencies have begun to wake up. And having been 
dragged down by the COVID-19 pandemic, more emerging currencies 
should follow suit, especially if a vaccine becomes readily available soon. 
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This should be the case for Latin American currencies like the Mexico 
peso and the Brazilian real. Among the world’s major currencies, the least 
appealing are pound sterling, which is still being dragged down by fears of 
a hard Brexit, and the yen, since the Bank of Japan is working hard to rein 
in its currency after close to 30 years of deflation.

The dollar is now far from appealing. Weighed down by the Fed’s massive stimulus efforts 
and a resilient Chinese economy, the greenback has lost ground against a number of 
currencies. Notable exceptions include the yen, which is still being kept in check by the Bank 
of Japan, and pound sterling, which has been hit hard by Brexit.

A game changer

  Just like the yuan, which has 
been buoyed by China’s robust 
economy despite the ongoing trade 
tensions with the USA, other Asian 
currencies have begun to wake up. 
And having been dragged down 
by the COVID-19 pandemic, more 
emerging currencies should follow 
suit, especially if a vaccine becomes 
readily available soon.      
Daniel Varela Chief Investment Officer

Currencies

The dollar’s not in good shape
The US dollar has lost 
its shine since Q4 
2019, mainly because 
the Fed has loosened 
its monetary policy 
to support the US 
economy.

Source : Bloomberg

!

Asian currencies against the US dollar (ADXY)



Commodities have put in very mixed performances 
so far this year, with three distinct groups emerging. 
First there’s gold – the undisputed leader. It’s the 
most popular commodity for very good and well-
known reasons. We nonetheless decreased our 
exposure to gold, as it went above USD 2,000 per 
ounce and investors appeared overly bullish. We 
don’t regret that decision, because gold didn’t pro-

vide much protection during the recent market correction. We think we’ll 
have to increase our exposure again, but we prefer to wait until gold prices 
are less correlated with the financial markets and optimism isn’t so high.
At the other end of the spectrum, oil has sparked a lot of interest and attrac-
ted large inflows of capital, even though prices have slumped. Investors 
seem to have taken a sharply contrarian approach, despite the extremely 
high cost of investing in oil. We think the market is still fundamentally out of 
balance and has only been kept relatively stable because Opec has limited 
its production to try and even out supply and demand. We to wait for the 
market to find a more natural balance before looking at oil more closely.
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Major disparities
Commodities

As was the case in the wake of the 2008 financial crisis, gold prices have 
soared as a result of the shock triggered by the COVID-19 pandemic.  
They even managed to break through the threshold of USD 2,000 per ounce. 
Other commodities, however, have not fared so well.

The third group comprises all other commodities, which investors have 
shown little interest in despite their more buoyant trend. We have a strong 
preference for industrial metals, especially copper. Inventories are still near 
their all-time lows and demand is picking up. Production can’t be ramped up 
all that quickly, so any sign of an uptick in growth is extremely good news for 
these assets.

  At the other end of the spectrum, 
oil has sparked a lot of interest and 
attracted large inflows of capital, 
even though prices have slumped. 
Investors seem to have taken 
a sharply contrarian approach, 
despite the extremely high cost of 
investing in oil.      
Léonard Dorsaz Analyst-Manager

It’s all about precious metals

Commodities remain 
true to form: precious 
metals have been 
attracting most of the 
capital since the start of 
the year. They’ve done 
much better than oil, 
which has nevertheless 
held up well, and other 
commodities, which have 
been totally shunned by 
investors.

Source : Citi Research estimates
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Allocation grids

Income profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 

Japan
Other 

Emerg. Total
Cash and Cash equivalents 9 9
Fixed Income 7 4 7 15 3 36
Equities 5 4 1 13 1 5 29
Real Estate 4 4
Commodities 4 4
Alternative funds  18 18
Total 47 8 8 28 1 5 3 100
Currency hedge 15 -2 -13
Total after hedging 62 6 8 15 1 5 3 100

Balanced profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 

Japan
Other 

Emerg. Total
Cash and Cash equivalents 9 9
Fixed Income 2 3 5 11 2 23
Equities 6 5 2 19 2 6 1 41
Real Estate 4 4
Commodities 5 5
Alternative funds  18 18
Total 44 8 7 30 2 6 3 100
Currency hedge 17 -2 -15
Total after hedging 61 6 7 15 2 6 3 100

Growth profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 

Japan
Other 

Emerg. Total
Cash and Cash equivalents 8 8
Fixed Income 1 2 3 5 1 12
Equities 7 7 3 23 3 8 2 53
Real Estate 4 4
Commodities 6 6
Alternative funds  17 17
Total 43 9 6 28 3 8 3 100
Currency hedge 16 -3 -13
Total after hedging 59 6 6 15 3 8 3 100

Dynamic profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 

Japan
Other 

Emerg. Total
Cash and Cash equivalents 8 8
Fixed Income 1 2 3 1 7
Equities 8 9 4 28 5 9 2 65
Real Estate 2 2
Commodities 6 6
Alternative funds  12 12
Total 36 10 6 31 5 9 3 100
Currency hedge 20 -4 -16
Total after hedging 56 6 6 15 5 9 3 100

This document is published by Piguet Galland & Cie SA and intendedforits private clients. It should not beregardedas an offer or investment advice. Piguet Galland & Cie SA 
cannot guarantee the accuracy ,reliability or exhaustive nature of the data contained in this publication. Investment decisions base donthein formation contained in this 
document are the soleresponsibility of the investor.Moreover,any opinions tatedhereinisliable to be changed without notice. Past performance reported in this document cannot 
prejudge or guarantee future results. Financial instruments can be subject to purchase or sale restrictions incertain countries or fortypesof investors. Before considering a 
purchase transaction in investment instruments, every investor must read and study carefully the prospectuses or other relevant legal documents

Currency : CHF
07.10.2020

Currency : CHF 

Allocation grids
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Allocation grids

Income profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 

Japan
Other 

Emerg. Total
Cash and Cash equivalents 8 8
Fixed Income 9 2 4 19 3 37
Equities 15 3 1 7 1 3 30
Real Estate 5 5
Commodities 4 4
Alternative funds  16 16
Total 57 5 5 26 1 3 3 100
Currency hedge 11 -11
Total after hedging 68 5 5 15 1 3 3 100

Balanced profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 

Japan
Other 

Emerg. Total
Cash and Cash equivalents 8 8
Fixed Income 6 1 3 12 2 24
Equities 19 4 2 10 1 5 1 42
Real Estate 5 5
Commodities 5 5
Alternative funds  16 16
Total 59 5 5 22 1 5 3 100
Currency hedge 7 -7
Total after hedging 66 5 5 15 1 5 3 100

Growth profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 

Japan
Other 

Emerg. Total
Cash and Cash equivalents 6 6
Fixed Income 3 2 6 1 12
Equities 24 5 2 16 2 6 1 56
Real Estate 5 5
Commodities 6 6
Alternative funds  15 15
Total 59 5 4 22 2 6 2 100
Currency hedge 7 -7
Total after hedging 66 5 4 15 2 6 2 100

 

This document is published by Piguet Galland & Cie SA and intendedforits private clients. It should not beregardedas an offer or investment advice. Piguet Galland & Cie SA 
cannot guarantee the accuracy ,reliability or exhaustive nature of the data contained in this publication. Investment decisions base donthein formation contained in this 
document are the soleresponsibility of the investor.Moreover,any opinions tatedhereinisliable to be changed without notice. Past performance reported in this document cannot 
prejudge or guarantee future results. Financial instruments can be subject to purchase or sale restrictions incertain countries or fortypesof investors. Before considering a 
purchase transaction in investment instruments, every investor must read and study carefully the prospectuses or other relevant legal documents
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Allocation grids

Income profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 

Japan
Other 

Emerg. Total
Cash and Cash equivalents 8 8
Fixed Income 10 6 18 3 37
Equities 2 6 2 13 1 5 29
Real Estate 2 2
Commodities 4 4
Alternative funds  20 20
Total 4 48 8 31 1 5 3 100
Currency hedge 16 -16
Total after hedging 4 64 8 15 1 5 3 100

Balanced profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 

Japan
Other 

Emerg. Total
Cash and Cash equivalents 8 8
Fixed Income 5 5 12 2 24
Equities 2 7 3 19 2 7 1 41
Real Estate 2 2
Commodities 5 5
Alternative funds  20 20
Total 4 45 8 31 2 7 3 100
Currency hedge 16 -16
Total after hedging 4 61 8 15 2 7 3 100

Growth profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 

Japan
Other 

Emerg. Total
Cash and Cash equivalents 7 7
Fixed Income 3 3 6 1 13
Equities 2 10 5 23 3 8 2 53
Real Estate 2 2
Commodities 6 6
Alternative funds  19 19
Total 4 45 8 29 3 8 3 100
Currency hedge 14 -14
Total after hedging 4 59 8 15 3 8 3 100

Dynamic profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 

Japan
Other 

Emerg. Total
Cash and Cash equivalents 8 8
Fixed Income 1 2 3 1 7
Equities 3 12 6 28 5 9 2 65
Real Estate 1 1
Commodities 6 6
Alternative funds  13 13
Total 4 40 8 31 5 9 3 100
Currency hedge 16 -16
Total after hedging 4 56 8 15 5 9 3 100

This document is published by Piguet Galland & Cie SA and intendedforits private clients. It should not beregardedas an offer or investment advice. Piguet Galland & Cie SA 
cannot guarantee the accuracy ,reliability or exhaustive nature of the data contained in this publication. Investment decisions base donthein formation contained in this 
document are the soleresponsibility of the investor.Moreover,any opinions tatedhereinisliable to be changed without notice. Past performance reported in this document cannot 
prejudge or guarantee future results. Financial instruments can be subject to purchase or sale restrictions incertain countries or fortypesof investors. Before considering a 
purchase transaction in investment instruments, every investor must read and study carefully the prospectuses or other relevant legal documents
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Allocation grids

Income profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 

Japan
Other 

Emerg. Total
Cash and Cash equivalents 6 6
Fixed Income 4 3 29 3 39
Equities 2 5 2 14 1 5 29
Real Estate 2 2
Commodities 4 4
Alternative funds  20 20
Total 4 9 5 73 1 5 3 100
Currency hedge
Total after hedging 4 9 5 73 1 5 3 100

Balanced profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 

Japan
Other 

Emerg. Total
Cash and Cash equivalents 6 6
Fixed Income 1 2 21 2 26
Equities 2 5 3 21 2 7 1 41
Real Estate 2 2
Commodities 5 5
Alternative funds  20 20
Total 4 6 5 73 2 7 3 100
Currency hedge
Total after hedging 4 6 5 73 2 7 3 100

Growth profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 

Japan
Other 

Emerg. Total
Cash and Cash equivalents 6 6
Fixed Income 2 11 1 14
Equities 2 6 4 28 3 8 2 53
Real Estate 2 2
Commodities 6 6
Alternative funds  19 19
Total 4 6 6 70 3 8 3 100
Currency hedge
Total after hedging 4 6 6 70 3 8 3 100

Dynamic profile

Switzerland Euro- zone
Other 

Europe
North 

America Japan
Asia ex 

Japan
Other 

Emerg. Total
Cash and Cash equivalents 8 8
Fixed Income 6 1 7
Equities 3 8 4 34 5 9 2 65
Real Estate 1 1
Commodities 6 6
Alternative funds  13 13
Total 4 8 4 67 5 9 3 100
Currency hedge
Total after hedging 4 8 4 67 5 9 3 100

This document is published by Piguet Galland & Cie SA and intendedforits private clients. It should not beregardedas an offer or investment advice. Piguet Galland & Cie SA 
cannot guarantee the accuracy ,reliability or exhaustive nature of the data contained in this publication. Investment decisions base donthein formation contained in this 
document are the soleresponsibility of the investor.Moreover,any opinions tatedhereinisliable to be changed without notice. Past performance reported in this document cannot 
prejudge or guarantee future results. Financial instruments can be subject to purchase or sale restrictions incertain countries or fortypesof investors. Before considering a 
purchase transaction in investment instruments, every investor must read and study carefully the prospectuses or other relevant legal documents
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This document is published by PIGUET GALLAND & Cie SA. It is not intended 
for circulation to natural persons or legal entities falling under a jurisdiction whose 
laws and/or regulations applicable in this area prohibit access to such information 
by reason of their nationality or domicile. The information or data presented in this 
document must not be regarded as an offer, an invitation to invest or investment 
advice. Nor may they be construed as advice on economic, legal or fiscal matters.

PIGUET GALLAND & Cie SA cannot guarantee the accuracy, reliability, topicality or 
exhaustive nature of the data contained in this publication, either explicitly or implicitly. 
Moreover, any opinion stated herein is liable to be changed without notice. Investment 
decisions based on the information contained in this document are your sole 
responsibility. Before considering a purchase transaction in investment instruments, 
every investor must read and study carefully the prospectuses or other relevant 
legal documents and the brochure of the ASB on specific risks in securities trading. 
Any investment decision must likewise be based on the personal experience of the 
investor and, as appropriate, on specific advice given by experienced specialists.

Past performance reported in this document cannot prejudge or guarantee future 
results. Moreover the value and income drawn from securities or financial instruments 
may rise or fall and it is possible that investors will not recover the totality of their initial 
investment. The losses which may result from this situation can also represent the 
totality of the invested capital or even exceed that capital. Performance data does  
not include commissions or costs charged when shares are purchased or redeemed.

PIGUET GALLAND & Cie SA expressly declines all liability for errors or omissions in 
this publication. Reproduction in whole or in part of this document without the prior 
written authorization of PIGUET GALLAND & Cie SA is prohibited. 
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